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Introduction
Beth Wittcoff, Christina Connolly
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“Culturally responsive 
teaching means reflecting and 
being willing to listen and 
change in order to respond 
positively and constructively.”
 
Zaretta Hammond author of Culturally 
Responsive Teaching and the Brain



Official Recommendation

After considerable time, effort, and thoughtful 
deliberation, the Group members are pleased to 
provide the following formal recommendation to 

retire the Tomahawk. 
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Itinerary and Speakers:
Welcome

▪ Christine Connolly & Beth Wittcoff

II. Overview of ARHS History
▪ John Barry & Kim Honey (recorded)

III. Research Findings
▪ Ben Schanzer & Noah LaBelle

IV. Perspective Taking
▪ Grace Nyberg & Sarah Saeed

V. Student and Staff Attitudes
▪ Sean Bevan

VI. Cost and Timeline for Implementation 
▪ Mike Mocerino & Tom Spataro



Our History
John Barry, Kim Honey
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An Overview of 
ARHS History

By Kim Honey, ARHS Librarian
John Barry, Social Studies teacher
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https://youtu.be/5rHEPb5e_3Y


Our History
Smoke Signal changed to The Harbinger 
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Research 
Findings
Noah LaBelle, Ben Schanzer
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The psychosocial 
effects of Native 
American mascots: a 
comprehensive review 
of empirical research 
findings

Laurel R. Davis-Delano, Joseph P. Gone, 
and Stephanie A. Fryberg
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“
Considering both of the studies discussed above, it appears that 

Native American mascots yield negative psychological effects 

(e.g., depressed self-esteem, community worth, and future 

achievement-related goals, and increased negative feelings of 

stress, distress, depression, dysphoria, and hostility) for Native 

American students.1
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Effects on Native American Students



“
Exposure to and support for Native mascots was associated with 

an increased negative stereotyping of, prejudiced attitudes 

toward, and tendency to discriminate against Native Americans 

[and] that these mascots can generate negative effects on some 

non-Native persons (e.g., increased stereotyping of Asian 

Americans, lower feelings of belonging among less prejudiced 

non-Native persons).1
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Effects on Non-Native American Students



Summary of the APA 
Resolution 
Recommending 
Retirement of American 
Indian Mascots

American Psychological Association 
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“
APA's position is based on a growing body of social science 

literature that shows the harmful effects of racial stereotyping 
and inaccurate racial portrayals, including the particularly 

harmful effects of American Indian sports mascots on the social 
identity development and self-esteem of American Indian young 

people.2
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NCAI's Long Standing 
Opposition to Harmful 
"Indian" Sports Mascots

National Congress of American Indians
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“
The intolerance and harm promoted by these “Indian” sports 
mascots, logos, or symbols, have very real consequences for 

Native people. 

Specifically, rather than honoring Native peoples, these 
caricatures and stereotypes are harmful, perpetuate negative 

stereotypes of America’s first peoples, and contribute to a 
disregard for the personhood of Native peoples.3
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Perspective 
Taking
Grace Nyberg, Sarah Saeed
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18TED Talk: Indigenous People in Maine are Not Mascots

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVAdGXrU60w&t=587


19TED Talk: Indigenous People in Maine are Not Mascots

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVAdGXrU60w&t=704


20Why Native Mascots are Dehumanizing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kUeorW3r-I&t=52


“
Outreach to Native American groups/governing organizations:

▫ Nipmuc Indian Development Corporation (NIDC)
▫ Algonquins of Ontario
▫ The Algonquin Anishinabeg Nation Tribal Council
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Student and Staff 
Attitudes
Sean Bevan
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Staff Meetings
January 25:

▫ School, Mascot history
▫ Full-group conversation
▫ Baseline data
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The tomahawk 
SHOULD REMAIN 
as the ARHS 
mascot

The tomahawk 
SHOULD BE 

RETIRED from 
being the ARHS 

mascot

Neutral

BEFORE we begin to examine the issue of the tomahawk, the way I am 
feeling about our mascot is:



Staff Meetings
February 8:

▫ Pre-meeting prep:
▪ Choice of one of four resources: videos, audio 

interview, academic paper
▫ Group discussion, incl.: intent/impact, class conversations
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NOW, the way I am feeling about our mascot is:

The tomahawk 
SHOULD REMAIN 
as the ARHS 
mascot

The tomahawk 
SHOULD BE 

RETIRED from 
being the ARHS 

mascot

Neutral



Staff Meetings25

NOW, the way I am feeling about our mascot is:

Keep RetireNeutral

Keep RetireNeutral

BEFORE we begin to examine the issue of the 
tomahawk, the way I am feeling about our mascot is:

January 25:

February 8:



Staff 
Members’ 
Thoughts

▫ “We have not been able to live up to the 
integrity of the tomahawk as it was requested 
[in 1997]. I think it is time to move on and take 
this as an opportunity to 'celebrate' our ARHS 
culture in a new way.”

▫ “Images and words matter.  While our intent 
might not be to offend communities we are 
representing, our symbols and words still have 
an impact.”

▫ “Let's get it done.  Let's put our students and our 
futures in their rightful place and do the best we 
can for them!”
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Student Focus 
Groups
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Keep Retire

Keep Retire

March 4-7: No/limited pre-discussion

March 8: Brief history overview, 10 min video, group discussion



Students’ 
Thoughts

▫ “I have never viewed the Tomahawk as a 
derogatory or used it in a negative sense. We 
always take pride in being a Tomahawk, and I 
have not seen it used negatively.”

▫ “It seems like the mascot doesn’t have a good 
reason for being the mascot. It’s not alive, it 
seems like some students just randomly picked 
it, and it isn’t very interesting. It’s replaceable.”

▫ “I understand how a school's history can be 
important to people, but it is in no way more 
important than the history and culture of Native 
Americans. I absolutely believe the mascot 
should be changed.”
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Communications 
and Updates

Study Group for Mascot Review: An Overview
▫ Convened five times, from 

December-March
▪ Working groups convened multiple 

times between meetings

▫ Community engagement:
▪ Dedicated email address
▪ Web page on ARHS site

▫ Incl. agendas, resources, 
presentation materials

▪ Post-meeting updates to community:
▫ Email
▫ Social media
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Questions about
findings, data, and 

history
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Cost and Timeline 
of Implementation
Mike Mocerino, Tom Spataro
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Change Over 
Time

▫ The typical timeline for changing a school’s 
mascot is in the range of 5-7 years

▫ The immediate replacement of all images of the 
Algonquin Tomahawk throughout the school’s 
campus would cost between $300,000-450,000

▫ A phased-in approach would allow ARHS to retire 
the tomahawk over several years at little or no 
additive cost:

▪ The majority of these costs are already 
accounted for in the capital plan and the 
revolving athletics budget 
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Change over time:
▫ Refinishing Gymnasium Floors:

▪ $60,000 total
▪ Completion date: TBD

▫ Scoreboards:
▪ Temporary fix: $2,800
▪ Replacement: $17,000 for 

Varsity scoreboard
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Cost estimates (not including uniforms):  
▪ Low $110,000
▪ High $200,000



Change over time:

Replacing uniforms:
▪ To replace all uniforms immediately: $207,800
▪ To replace varsity only uniforms in one purchase 

with JV1/JV2 keeping current uniforms: $110,800
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Recommendation: Phase out current uniforms over 5-7 years

Our inventory:
▫ Approximately 900 distinct uniforms
▫ Approximately 70% of ARHS uniforms have Tomahawks 

or crossed tomahawk logo



Worth considering
▫ Plaques and Banners: 

▪ $51,600
▪ Recommendation: keep as is, 

part of our school history
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Potential additive costs 
▫ School Rebranding: $10,000-25,000

▪ Development of a new logo
▪ Management of change process:
▪ School community surveys; analysis of student, staff, 

community responses
▪ Creation of ‘Rebranding guide

▫ Multiple versions of logo
▫ Precise color and font
▫ Other imaging

▫ Heard Strategy and Storytelling:
▪ Will do rebranding pro bono
▪ Currently working with

4 area schools
36



 

Impact on ARHS Boosters
● 32 Team Reps/Coaches and General Boosters Board 

volunteer their time to raise funds for their teams every 
year. 

● Teams and General Boosters raised $297K before COVID in 
one year. Last school year they raised $165k and $40K this 
year as of 1/31.

● Uniform fundraising ranges from $15k to $31K annually 
depending on the team. 

● Equipment fundraising ranges from $5k to $75k depending 
on Team Reps initiatives 
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Questions about financial 
implications Timeline
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Appreciation for Our Members:

Melissa Adleman - Community member
Christina Connolly - ARHS staff member
Tabitha Conway - Community member
Paul Desmond - NSBoro Regional SC member
Noah LaBelle - Student
Mike Mocerino - Athletic Director, Alumnus
Grace Nyberg - Student
Sean O'Shea - NSBoro Regional SC member
Kathleen Polutchko - NSBoro Regional SC member
Mary Rice-DeFosse - Alumna
Sarah Saeed - Student
Benjamin Schanzer - Student
Kumu Sivarajan - APTO Co-President
Tom Spataro - Boosters President
Beth Wittcoff - Community member
Julie Yammine - Administrative Intern
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Timeline 1. April 15: Formal recommendation from 
Study Group for Mascot Review

2. April 16: Communications to community, 
incl. response form

3. April 23, 10:00 am: Response form closes
4. April 25: Response results share with RSC 

members
5. April 28: School Committee vote
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